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Synchronized oscillations in Josephson junction arrays: The role of distributed coupling
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We present experimental and theoretical results showing that the distributed electromagnetic environment of
a Josephson junction array can cause the junctions in the array to synchronize. Based on our experimental
results and our distributed array model, we find that an external load is not necessary for junction synchroni-
zation. Also, we show that the high-frequency performance of an array can be significantly better than the
performance of a single isolated junction.@S0163-1829~99!01034-6#
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Coupled nonlinear oscillators have been used to mod
broad range of physical systems, including laser array1,2

coupled phase-locked loops,3 and Josephson junctio
arrays.4–8 Although the effects of coupling, including syn
chronization and phase locking, are easily observed, it is
ten very difficult to determine the mechanisms by which
coupling occurs. For Josephson junction arrays, rec
progress in understanding nonlinear cooperative dynam
including order-disorder transitions9 and collective resonanc
phenomena10 has been based on lumped circuit models. W
claim that the associated coupling mechanism cannot exp
the success of the best performing arrays,11–13which are spa-
tially distributed. Further, as arrays contain more junctio
and operate at higher frequencies, the lumped descrip
becomes increasingly inadequate.

When a Josephson junction is biased at a nonzero volt
the supercurrent through the junction oscillates at a fun
mental frequency given bynJ5^V&/F0'^V&483 GHz/mV,
where^V& is the average dc voltage across the junction a
F0 is the flux quantum.14 Although typical junctions can
operate at frequencies of several hundred gigahertz,
power available from a single junction is not sufficient f
most applications, necessitating arrays of junctions.4–8,11,12

Since Josephson junctions are nonlinear oscillators, junct
in an array do not necessarily oscillate at the same freque
or in phase.

Most theories describing the synchronization and ph
locking of junctions in a Josephson junction array use
lumped approach@shown in Fig. 1~a!#. These theories requir
feedback through an external load for phase locking.4,15–17

Furthermore, the character of the load strongly influences
stability of the in-phase state.15–17 Thus current theory pre
dicts that identical arrays with substantially different loa
should behave differently. Experiments by Benz and B
have also suggested that the performance of an array of j
tions will be limited by the characteristics of the single jun
tions in the array.19,18

Using the resistively capacitively inductively shunte
junction ~RCLSJ! model, and the method outlined in Ref
20 and 8, we determined the parameters of a single isol
junction which has the same design as the junctions in
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~10!/7575~4!/$15.00
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arrays.8,20 Figure 2 shows the computed first-harmonic vo
age amplitude of a junction with these parameters. Fig
shows that the maximum voltage oscillation amplitude o
single junction occurs at about 150 GHz. According to R
18, an array made from these junctions should have opti
performance near this frequency and poor performa
above this frequency.

We next describe the design of three arrays. According
the previous discussion, the first two arrays should ope
very differently. The third array, however, should have o
eration similar to the first. Measurements of these arrays
then be used to show that the theoretical predictions outli
above are inadequate.

Figure 3~a! shows a micrograph of a 10310 array, which
we will call a type-I array. It is 240mm long and is con-
nected to a detector junction through a 380-mm-long cou-
pling capacitor. We use a detection scheme very simila
that used by Benz and Burroughs;5 a schematic is shown in
Fig. 3~c!. Figure 3~b! shows a 5310 array which has the
same length as the 10310 array, but is connected to th
detector through a capacitor which is 90mm long. We will
call this a type-II array.

We will also discuss measurements of an array with

FIG. 1. ~a! Lumped model of a one-dimensional Josephs
junction array. Nonidentical junctions will not synchronize witho
a load.~b! Distributed model of a one-dimensional Josephson ju
tion array, where each junction is connected to its neighbors b
short section of transmission line. Each junction is modeled by
RCLSJ model~inset of Fig. 2!.
7575 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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same design as the array shown in Fig. 3~a!. The ground
plane of this type-III array, however, isunder the array,
rather than over the array as it is in Fig. 3. The distan
between the junctions and the ground plane is about 0.2mm
when the ground plane is on the bottom, and 0.5mm when
the ground plane is on the top.

Because the coupling and the load are similar, stand
lumped analysis predicts that type-I and type-III arra
should operate over roughly the same frequency range
contrast, the load seen by the type-II array is substanti
different from the load seen by the other arrays. The beh
ior of the type-II arrays should be different from that of th
type-I or type-III arrays if a lumped model applies.15–17

To detect microwave output from the array, we meas
the current-voltage characteristic of the detector juncti
When enough power is present, Shapiro steps appear o
detectorI -V curve, as shown in Fig. 4. For a given frequen
n, the step voltage~first step voltage labeled ‘‘V1’’ in Fig. 4!
is given byVn5nF0n, wheren is an integer. The widths o

FIG. 2. Simulated first harmonic voltage amplitude of the in
vidual junctions used in our arrays. The junction parameters
I c5110 mA, Rs51.06 V, bC52pI cRs

2C/F050.35, and bL

52pI cLs /F050.35. The inset shows a schematic of the RCL
model.

FIG. 3. ~a! Micrograph of a 10310 array which has a supercon
ducting ground plane above the array~type I!. ~b! A 5310 array
which has a much smaller coupling circuit~type-II!. ~c! Schematic
of the array and detector. The arrays are 240mm long.
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the Shapiro steps~labeled ‘‘W’’ in Fig. 4! are related to the
power coupled to the detector.21

Figure 5 shows the step width versus frequency for
first Shapiro step measured on the detector of each arra
this range of power, the step width increases as the po
increases. The lumped analysis predicts that the type-I a
data in Fig. 5~a! will differ from that of the type-II array
shown in Fig. 5~b!. Also, the type-I array should be simila
to the type-III array, Fig. 5~c!, since the junctions are th
same and the loads are similar. In fact, we see that altho
the type-I and type-II arrays differ in overall power outpu
the frequency range for coherent output is the same. On
other hand, the type-III array, which has the ground plane
the bottom, operates at a much higher frequency than
type-I array, which has the ground plane on the top. Since
of the arrays use the same junctions, the characteristics o
individual junctions cannot explain these results. Also,
load does not strongly influence the operation of the arr
Thus we see that current theory4,15–18 does not adequately
describe our arrays.

re

J

FIG. 4. Current-voltage characteristic of a detector junct
when the array connected to the detector is operating at about
GHz. The step voltageV1 is precisely related to the input fre
quency, and the step width is related to the input power.

FIG. 5. Width of the first Shapiro step versus frequency
three array oscillators.~a! Type I 10310 array with ground plane
on top.~b! Type II 5310 array with ground plane on top.~c! Type
III 10310 array with ground plane on bottom.
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In our experiments, changing the coupling circuit has o
a small effect on the performance of the arrays. On the o
hand, changing the distance between the array and
ground plane has a significant effect. Because the dista
between the array and the ground plane is much smaller
the array cell size (0.2mm compared to 22mm), the wir-
ing connecting the junctions can be considered to be s
transmission lines. Therefore we developed a model wh
describes a simplified series array of junctions embedded
transmission line, shown schematically in Fig. 1~b!.

The equations which describe this system are

I b1I ~xj ,t !2I s j5C
d2g j

dt2
1

1

R~Vj !

dg j

dt
1I c jsin~g j !, ~1!

\

2e

dg

dt
5Ls

dIs j

dt
1I s jRs , ~2!

V~xj
1 ,t !2V~xj

2 ,t !52
\

2e

dg j

dt
, ~3!

]I ~x,t !

]x
52CT

]V~x,t !

]t
, ~4!

]V~x,t !

]x
52LT

]I ~x,t !

]t
2RTI ~x,t !. ~5!

Equations~1!–~3! are valid at the junctions, and Eqs.~4! and
~5! are valid in the regions connecting the junctions. In t
above equations,I (x,t) is the time-varying component of th
current flowing in the lines at timet and positionx, and
V(x,t) is the voltage. The phase difference of junctionj is
g j , and the current through the shunt branch of thej th junc-
tion is I s j . The critical current of thej th junction isI c j . The
bias current in the array isI b , and the position of thej th
junction is xj . The capacitance and inductance per u
length of the transmission lines areCT andLT , respectively.
Dissipation in the transmission line is modeled by a res
tance per unit lengthRT .

In order to allow for numerical simulations, we have a
proximated two main aspects of our experimental arra
First, the boundary conditions in our model are differe
from those in our experimental arrays. In the model, ther
no ac current flowing at the ends of the array~i.e., there is no
load!. In our experimental arrays, there is a load~coupling
capacitor and detector! connected to one end of the array a
the other end of the array is shorted to the ground pla
When the oscillation frequency of the array is small enou
that the lumped approach is appropriate, the lack of a loa
the model will be very significant.4,15–17At higher frequen-
cies, however, we can expect important aspects of the ex
ment to be correctly described by the model.

The second difference between our model and our exp
ments is that the model describes a one-dimensional a
and our experiments involve two-dimensoinal arrays. In
lumped analysis, it is often possible to reduce a tw
dimensional array to an equivalent one-dimensional arra22

Although transverse modes would make a similar simplifi
tion impossible for the distributed case, such modes are
desirable because they would lead to unlocking along
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rows of the array. In fact, many important aspects of o
experiments on two-dimensional arrays are reproduced
this simplified model.

Figure 6 shows the simulated voltage wave forms of e
junction of a ten junction type-III array. We usedLT
50.052 pH/mm andCT55.43 fF/mm, which are estimated
from the geometry of the type-III array, which has th
ground plane on the bottom.~The estimated parameters fo
the type-I or -II array areLT50.11 pH/mm and CT
51.35 fF/mm.! There is a610% uniform spread in the
junction critical currents, and the initial conditions for th
junction phases are chosen randomly.

Figure 6~a! shows that the junctions are not synchroniz
at low frequency. At frequencies from about 190–230 GH
however, the junctions synchronize. Note that in Fig. 6~b!,
the junctions are synchronized in the sense that the junc
voltages are all oscillating at the same frequency, e
though all of the junction voltages are not in phase. A
note that the voltage amplitude is largest at about 230 G
@Fig. 6~c!#, corresponding to the junctions oscillating most
in phase. Thus we see that the junctions in a disordered a
can synchronize without an external load.

Because we do not model the detection circuit, we can
directly compare the simulations and the experiment.
can, however, quantify the performance of the simulated
ray and compare the results to Fig. 5. To do this, we cal
lated the the average voltage^Vtot& across the junctions in
the array, and from it calculated an average Josephson
quency nJav5^Vtot&/10F0. We then calculated the time
dependent voltage amplitude of the sinusoidal spatial mo
Ak(t) for kn5np/L. The voltage drop across a junction
position xj is given by v(xj ,t)5(Ak(t) sin knxj . The
Fourier amplitude ofAk at the frequencynJav was then com-
puted. A large amplitude implies phase and frequency lo
ing of the oscillations of each junction.

The results fork1 , k2, and k3 are shown in Fig. 7 for
arrays with both the ground plane on top~type I and II! and

FIG. 6. Simulated voltage wave forms versus time at differ
values of the bias current for a ten junction type-III array with
610% spread in the critical currents and no load.~a! I b

5198 mA ~79 GHz!, junctions unlocked,~b! I b5385 mA ~190
GHz!, junctions synchronized although the junctions at the end
the array are out of phase,~c! I b5473 mA ~231 GHz!, junctions
synchronized and all nearly in phase,~d! I b5671 mA ~334 GHz!,
junctions unlocked.
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on bottom~type III!. When the ground plane is moved fro
the top to the bottom of the array, thek2 mode moves down
in frequency while thek1 mode stays at around 200 GH
Thek3 mode has a peak at about 410 GHz in Fig. 7~b! and is
either at a high frequency~greater than 500 GHz! or is not
present in Fig. 7~a!.

Comparison of Fig. 7~a! with Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! shows
that although the lower-frequency~around 100 GHz! re-
sponse in the experiment is not as strong in the simulat
the response at 200 GHz is reproduced.~It is likely that the
low-frequency coupling in the experimental arrays com
from the load,15–17 which we do not simulate.! The simula-

FIG. 7. Simulated Fourier voltage amplitudes of the lowest th
spatial modes in ten junction arrays. The solid squares represen
k1 mode, the solid circles are thek2 mode, and the open circles ar
the k3 mode. ~a! Type-I and -II arrays, ground plane on top.~b!
Type-III array, ground plane on bottom.
.
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tion also correctly predicts that the output will be sm
above the band at 200 GHz. Comparison of Fig. 7~b! with
Fig. 4~c! shows that the simulation predicts the increas
power at around 300 GHz. The simulation also predicts v
small output at frequencies below the peak at 200 GHz.
note here that we expect the peak at 410 GHz to be stro
attenuated by the coupling circuit in the experimental arr

We have introduced a distributed Josephson-junction
ray oscillator model which correctly predicts many featur
of our experiments. First, our model shows that the transm
sion lines connecting the junctions synchronize the array
external load is not required. This explains why drastica
changing the load of our experimental arrays did not grea
alter their operating frequency range. Second, our model
rectly predicts that it is possible to have coherent outpu
frequencies well above the frequency at which the sing
junction output is largest. In fact, both the measurements
simulations of the type-III array showed very small output
this frequency. Third, our results indicate that decreasing
distance from the ground plane to the array can raise
operating frequency range of the array. As future arrays
pushed to higher power~more junctions! and higher fre-
quency, the distributed description may provide the nec
sary theoretical tools to design very large Josephson junc
array oscillators.
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